
Shenandoah County Department of Fire and Rescue 
Standard Operating Guidelines  
 ________________________________________________________________ 
 
Section #/ Title:  Section 8  Suppression, EMS, Haz-Mat, Tech. Rescue 
  
Article #/ Title:  8.3   Drug Box Policy 
  
Effective Date:  October 1, 2006 
  
Applies To:  [ ] Volunteer [ ] Career [ X ] Both 
  
Purpose:  This standard establishes procedures for drug box 

management and accountability.  
________________________________________________________________ 
  
I. Drug Boxes Configurations 
 
 A. Two types of drug boxes will be utilized in Shenandoah County’s  

EMS system. These boxes will be commonly referred to as BLS 
“Stat Boxes” and ALS “Drug Boxes”. 

 
B.  The BLS “Stat Boxes” are yellow in color and assigned to all EMS 

transport and first responder units. The contents of this box will 
allow ALS and BLS providers, (who have completed BLS Optional 
Skills training), the ability to acquire medications and provide care 
within their scope of practice. 

 
C. Station 25 will be assigned two spare stat boxes that may be used 

to replace boxes used on patients transported to WMC and WMH. 
 
D. The ALS “Drug Boxes” are orange in color with a limited number of 

boxes assigned to only those agencies that provide ALS 
intervention. 

 
II. Drug Box Security 
 

A. All drug boxes shall be sealed with an accountability seal. These 
seals have been provided by the Lord Fairfax EMS Council and are 
individually numbered for accountability.  

 
III. Accountability Checks 
 

A. Drug boxes shall be accounted for in the following manner: 
 



1. Checks for “career staffed” stations will be performed on a daily 
basis when career staff are on duty. The career staff will be 
responsible for checking all boxes assigned to that station. 
 

2. Stations without career staffing shall perform a minimum of one 
accountability check per week on all boxes assigned to that 
station.  

 
B. Daily and weekly checks shall include the visual inspection of the 

drug box to ensure the seal has not been compromised and that 
the date indicated on the exterior of the box is current. 

 
C. Daily and weekly checks will be documented on a form utilized 

county wide. The form has been identified as a SCFR-308 titled 
Drug Box Accountability Form. This form will be located in a white 
½” binder in the radio room or operations office of each station.  

 
C. One accountability form will be utilized for licensed EMS unit. The 

form is designed for accountability on a monthly basis.  Completed 
forms shall be procured by SCFR staff on a monthly basis. 

 
IV Restocking of Supplies 
 

A. Shenandoah Memorial Hospital 
 

1. Restocking of drug boxes at Shenandoah Memorial Hospital 
will be conducted on a box for box exchange. Providers 
exchanging a stat box will be required to pull the following 
supplies from the ER pyxis and place these items in the 
used stat box: 

   1 IV start kit 
   2 Nebulizer Kit 
   3 P-2 Sharp Shuttle 

2. Once these items (if used) have been replaced in the used 
stat box, along with the associated paperwork, the stat box 
will be sealed with the appropriate seal and a “USED” label 
placed on the stat box lid.  

 
3. The used stat box will then need to be re-secured in the drug 

box cabinet at SMH. This box will be inventoried, re-stocked 
and re-sealed by SMH Pharmacy. 

 
4. ALS boxes will be exchanged on a complete box for box 

exchange. Used boxes will be sealed labeled and 
exchanged in the same manor as the stat box.  

 



5. SMH E.R. will maintain several complete Stat and ALS 
Boxes in reserve. Access to reserve drug boxes located in 
SMH will need to be coordinated through the charge nurse of 
the E.R.  

 
B. Rockingham Memorial Hospital 
 

1. Stat boxes at Rockingham Memorial Hospital will be 
performed on a complete box for box exchange. 

 
2. Used stat boxes will be exchanged in the EMS room 

adjacent to the ER Ambulance entrance. All associated 
paperwork needs to be placed inside the used box. The stat 
boxes will be signed in and out using the log book located in 
the drug box storage cabinet. The replacement stat box may 
then be acquired from the stat box cabinet located to the left 
of the drug box cabinet above the work station. 

 
3. A nurse signature needs to be acquired in the log book as 

part of the exchange transaction. 
 
4. Used IV supplies need to be acquired from the IV kit (blue 

soft pack) stored in the ALS cabinet. A copy of the PPCR 
needs to be placed in the IV kit. (blue soft pack) where 
supplies were acquired. 

 
5. ALS boxes need to be exchanged in the Pharmacy located 

on the second level of the hospital’s West Tower. 
 
C. Winchester Medical Center and Warren Memorial Hospital 
 

1. Restocking of used non pharmacy supplies (IV starter kits, 
nebulizers) from Winchester Medical Center and Warren 
Memorial Hospital will be performed on an item for item 
exchange. Personnel using these supplies will acquire the 
needed supplies from the pyxis at the receiving hospital.   

 
2. Used stat boxes will be replaced at SMH or Station 25. 

 
3. Used stat boxes need to be returned to SMH and exchanged 

following procedures outlined in the SMH section of this 
SOG. 

 
D. Drug boxes that reach their expiration date must be delivered to 

Shenandoah Memorial Hospital Pharmacy for restocking as close 
to the beginning of the expiring month as possible. This 



procurement will also be performed on an item for item exchange. 
The pharmacy is available Monday through Friday 07:00-17:00.  

 
E. Any replacement medications obtained from hospitals outside 

Valley Health System whose physical packaging will not fit into the 
box must be exchanged at SMH as soon as practical.  

 
V. Compromised Drug Boxes 
 

A. In the event a drug box is found in one of the below listed 
conditions, it shall be considered “compromised”. 

 

• Any drug box that is missing a lock/seal 

• Any drug box which has a broken or cut hasp allowing the 
opening of the box without breaking of the lock/seal 

• Any drug box on which the lock/seal has not been fully 
locked. 

 
B. If at any time a drug box is believed compromised, the following steps 

shall be taken: 
 

1. The contents of the affected box shall be immediately 
inventoried and discrepancies noted.  

  
2. The station Chief / Captain or duty designee shall be 

immediately contacted. That officer or designee shall forward 
the information through the chain of command to the 
Operations Section Chief of SCFR. The Operations Section 
Chief shall make notifications to the Chief of the Fire and 
Rescue Department. 

 
3. The apparatus shall not be used for ALS response unless a 

replacement ALS box is acquired or restocked. 
 
4. The station Chief/Captain will start an investigation with the 

individual provider(s) assigned to that unit since the previous 
accountability check.   

 
5. Any schedule II medications missing or apparently tampered 

with will require the investigating fire and rescue official to 
contact law enforcement for assistance in the investigation.  

 
6. A typed report of the investigation, including written 

statements of all involved EMS personnel and law 
enforcement, shall be forwarded to pharmacist Ken Kline or 
Kara Miller.  



 
7. The unit on which the drug box was found may be placed 

back in service when deemed appropriate by the 
investigating officer and when a properly sealed box has 
been placed on the unit. 

 
VI. Drug Box Storage 
 
 A. Drug boxes shall be stored in a secure and climate control 

environment as outlined in VA OEMS regulation 12VAC 5-31-520.  
  


